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Abstract 

A class of correlation functions of half-BPS composite operators 
are computed exactly ( at finite JV ) in the zero coupling limit of 
iV = 4 SYM theory. These have a simple dependence on the four- 
dimensional spacetime coordinates and are related to correlators in a 
one-dimensional Matrix Model with complex Matrices obtained by di- 
mensional reduction of iV = 4 SYM on a three-sphere. A key technical 
tool is Frobenius-Schur duality between symmetric and Unitary groups 
and the results are expressed simply in terms of U(N) group integrals 
or equivalently in terms of Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. These 
correlation functions are used to understand the existence/properties 
of giant gravitons and related solutions in the string theory dual on 
AdSs x 55. Some of their properties hint at integrability in N = 4 
SYM. 
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1      Introduction 

The AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] presents an opportunity to investigate 
new qualitative features of non-perturbative string theory using techniques 
in the dual conformal field theory. Finite N truncations in BPS spectra 
were studied as evidence of a stringy exclusion principle [4] ( see also [5] ). 
These were argued to provide evidence for non-commutative gravity in [6], 
and related developments appeared in [7, 8, 9]. 

In another line of development the work of [10] showed that in the 
presence of background fields, zero-branes can get polarized into higher 
branes. Giant gravitons were discovered in [11], combining heuristic ex- 
pectations from non-commutativity and the Myers effect, and exhibiting 
time-dependent solutions to brane actions which describe branes extended 
in the spheres of the AdS x S backgrounds. Giant gravitons were further 
studied in [12, 13, 14, 15]. One of the results of these papers was that there 
are new giant gravitons which are large in the AdS directions. A number of 
puzzles were raised about the detailed correspondence between the spectrum 
of chiral primaries and the spectrum of gravitons : Kaluza-Klein gravitons, 
sphere giants and AdS giants. Some of these puzzles were addressed recently 
in [16] and the gauge theory dual of a sphere giant was proposed. 

In this paper we will develop the dictionary between half-BPS operators 
and Yang Mills. We will observe that the space of half-BPS representations 
can be mapped to the space of Schur polynomials of U(N), equivalently to 
the space of Young Diagrams characterizing representations of U(N). We 
will compute correlation functions involving arbitrary Young diagrams. The 
map to Young Diagrams will reveal natural candidates for sphere giants, 
agreeing with [16], as well as candidates for AdS giants. In addition we will 
be lead to look for a simple generalization of sphere and AdS giant graviton 
solutions involving multiple windings. We will discuss the properties of the 
correlation functions in the light of the correspondence to giant gravitons. 

2      Review and Notation. 

We will recall some facts about half-BPS operators, free field contractions, 
symmetric groups and Unitary groups. The connection between Symmetric 
and Unitary groups was crucial in the development of the String theory of 
two-dimensional Yang Mills Theory [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and in 
certain aspects of Low-dimensional Matrix Models [25, 26]. Some key useful 
results are collected here. Many of the key derivations are reviewed in [27]. 
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2.1      Half-BPS operators in N - 4 SYM 

We will review some properties of half-BPS operators in N = 4 SYM [28, 
29, 30, 31, 32]. A more complete list of references is in [33]. 

The half-BPS operators constructed from the 6 real scalars in the Yang- 
Mills theory lie in the (0,1,0) representation of the S{7(4) - 50(6) 11- 
symmetry group. This is the symmetric traceless representation of SO(6) 
corresponding to Young Diagrams with one row of length I. These operators 
saturate a lower bound on their conformal dimensions which is related to 
their 7^-symmetry charge. They include single trace as well as multiple 
trace operators. The single trace chiral primary operators are of the form 
Ti^..^ Tr(Xn • • - Xln) where the Xhs, with i = 1,..., 6, are the scalars of the 
theory transforming in the vector representation of the 50(6) 7^-symmetry 
group and the coefficients T^...^ are symmetric and traceless in the 50(6) 
indices. 

The Af=4 theory can be decomposed into an Af=l vector multiplet and 
three chiral multiplets. The scalars of the chiral multiplets are given in terms 
of the X^s as $J' = XJ+iXj+3 for j = 1, 2,3 where all fields transform in the 
adjoint. In this notation the 50(6) 7^-symmetry is partially hidden so that 
only a C/(3) action remains explicit. The U(3) decomposition of the rank / 
symmetric traceless tensor representation of 50(6) includes one copy of the 
rank I symmetric tensor representation of U(3). Single trace operators of this 
form are of the form aj1...jzTr($-71 • • • $^), where a is symmetric in the U(3) 
indices, without the need for tracelessness. In this class of chiral primaries 
Tr(($1)/) appears once. Each single trace half-BPS representation contains 
precisely one such operator. We will henceforth drop the 1 and write this as 
Tr((<J>y), with the understanding that we have fixed a 17(3) index. 

The argument can be generalized to multi-trace operators. A two-trace 
composite of scalars will take the form 

Til..<liih+1...il2trX" ■ ■ ■ rhtrX^ • • • AS, (1) 

where T is a traceless symmetric tensor of 50(6). This uses the fact that the 
correspondence between traceless symmetric reps ( i.e of type (0, Z,0) ) and 
the half-BPS condition holds irrespectively of how we choose to contract the 
gauge indices, as emphasized for example in [32, 34]. Using again the fact 
that the traceless symmetric tensor decomposes into £7(3) representations 
which include the symmetric representation built from the li + ^-fold tensor 
product, we know that tr(§ll)tr(<S>l2) will appear once in this set of operators. 
While it is obvious that tr($/l)tr($/2) preserves the same supersymmetry as 
tr(^1), we have now shown that every double trace half-BPS representation 
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contains one operator of this form. By a similar argument, the multi-trace 
chiral primaries will include Tr($^)Tr($^2) • • •. More generally for a fixed 
R charge of n there will be operators of the form 

(tr($ll))kltr($l2))k2 - - • (tr($lm))km (2) 

where the integers /;, ki form a partition of n 
m 

n = ^2 liki (3) 

We have, therefore, a one-to-one correspondence then between half-BPS rep- 
resentations of charge n and partitions of n. A useful basis in this space of 
operators is given by Schur Polynomials of degree n for the unitary group 
U(N). We will return to these in section 2.4. 

We will associate a Schur polynomial in the complex matrix $ to each 
short representation and we will compute correlators which are obtained by 
considering overlaps of such holomorphic polynomials and their conjugates 
involving <&*. Each observable by itself does not contain both $ and $*. This 
gives us a special relation between the weights of the operators involving 
$ and those involving $*. These special correlators are called extremal 
correlators in the literature. There exists a non-renormalization theorem [35, 
36] protecting extremal correlators of the half-BPS chiral primaries ( single 
and multi-trace ) so that the weak coupling computation of the correlators 
can be safely extrapolated to strong coupling without change. To compute 
more general correlation functions, one would need 50(6) descendants of 
tr(<frl) ( and its multi-trace generalizations ) which will typically involve all 
three complex $'8 and their conjugates. 

2.2      Free fields and Combinatorics 

The basic two-point function we will need follows from the free field corre- 
lator : 

< <M*i)^2) >= J^1L_ (4) 

Our main focus will be on the dependence of the correlators on the structure 
of the composites and iV, so we will often suppress the spacetime depen- 
dences. 

Free field contractions in U(N) gauge theory will frequently lead to sums 
of the form 

.ECC-C (5) 
11,12-"in 
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where each index ii, • • • in runs over integers from 1 to TV. If a is the identity 
then the above sum is 7Vn. If a is a permutation with one cycle of length 
2 and remaining cycles of length 1, then it is A^72-1). One checks that 
more generally the sum is Nc^ where C(a) is the number of cycles in the 
permutation a. 

E 
2l,22—ln 

V(l)    V(2) V(n) V    y 

Rather than writing out strings of delta functions carrying n different 
indices, we will use a multi-index I(n) which is shorthand for a set of n 
indices. We will also use I(a(n)) for a set of n indices with their labels 
shuffled by a permutation a. With this notation, (6) takes the form 

£* 
We will often need a slight variation of this result, 

'W        )  = NC(a) (7) 
I(a(n))   ' [1) 

y- s ( I{a{n)) \ _ Nc{f)cc-i) _ NC(a-i0) (8) 
2^0 {mn)) )-iy -" W 

which follows trivially from the previous relation after noting that the 
left-hand-side is invariant under the replacement n —t a_1(n), or by acting 
on the pair (a,/3) with a-1 from the left, to reduce the LHS of (8) to that 
of (7). 

2.3      Symmetric groups 

After performing the sums over contractions we will obtain sums over per- 
mutations, or equivalently over elements of permutation groups. It will be 
useful to manipulate quantities which are formal sums over symmetric group 
elements. These live in the group algebra of Sn. An interesting function on 
the group algebra is the delta function which is 1 when the argument is the 
identity and 0 otherwise. This function has an expansion in characters 

n-    R 

The sum is over representations R of Sn which are associated with Young 
Diagrams with n boxes. (IR is the dimension of a representation R and XR(P) 

the character, or trace, of the element p G Sn in the representation R. 
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Another useful fact is that characters, in an irreducible representation 
of the symmetric group R, of a product of an element C of the group al- 
gebra which commutes with everything with an arbitrary element a can be 
factorized as follows : 

XR(C a) = X*MX*W. (10) 

Elements C that we will run into involve either averages over the symmet- 
ric group of the form Yla,pf(aPa~l)Pi or 12p9(p)p where g(p) is a class 
function. 

We will also need certain orthogonality properties. Consider 

J^XRi^Dsia) (11) 
a 

where Ds{cr) is the matrix representing a in the irreducible representation 
S. The matrix written down in (11) can be proved to commute with any per- 
mutation r acting in the representation S. By Schur's Lemma it is therefore 
proportional to the identity. Hence 

Y,XR{o-l)Ds{° a) =Y,XR{<?-1) ^ Ds{a) (12) 
a a 

Now we can use the orthogonality of characters 

Y^ XR^'1) Xs(cr) = 5Rs n! (13) 
a 

in order to simplify (12) 

£ XRi*-1) Ds(aa) = ^-Dsia) (14) 

Taking a trace in the representation S we get 

J^Xflfc-1) XsM =   ^    'xs(a) (15) 

2.4     Duality between Symmetric Groups and Unitary Groups 

Denote by V the fundamental representation of U(N). The space Sym(V®n) 
is a representation of U(N) and also admits a commuting action of Sn. The 
action of U(N) and Sn can thus be simultaneously diagonalised. This allows 
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Young Diagrams to be associated with both U(N) and Sn representations. 
Some results following from this connection are summarized in the following. 
More details can be found in [37, 38] for example. 

The Schur polynomials are characters of the unitary group in their irre- 
ducible representations. 

XR(U) = -i E XflW tr(a u) (16) 

In the RHS the trace is being taken in V®n and both a and U are operators 
acting on this space. The action of a is given by : 

a(^1 0 i;i2 ■ ■ ■ ® ViJ = {via{1) ® vi(r{2) - • • ® Vi^n)) (17) 

By inserting U = 1 we find a formula for the dimension of a representation 
of the unitary group : 

DimN(R) = ^ T XR^)NC^ (18) 
aeSn 

We will find it convenient, in this paper, to consider the extension of the 
Schur polynomials from Unitary to Complex Matrices, i.e 

Xtf($) = ^T E XR(v)tr(a$) (19) 
O-GS'n 

These form a basis in the space of U(N) invariant functions of the Matrix 
$ where U(N) acts on $ by conjugation. 

The multi-index notation introduced in section 2.1 is also useful in giving 
compact expressions for tr((j$) 

tr{<T$)    -       V     Q?    *}2     ••■^n (20) V y Z—/ V(l)      zo-(2) V(n) V        ^ 
n,l2j"-,ln 

= E*(^))) («) 

The fusion coefficients of [/(iV) also have meaning in the context of sym- 
metric groups. Let g{Ri,R2', S) be the multiplicity of the representation 5 
in the tensor product of representations R\ and i?2. Let n^, n^, and ns 
be the number of boxes in the Young diagrams i?i, i?2, and S respectively. 
Sns contains the product SnR   x SnR   as a subgroup. As such the character 
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in S of any permutation which takes the form <TI O 02, a product of two 
permutations where the first acts non-trivially on the first n^1 elements and 
the second acts on the last n#2 elements of ns, can be decomposed into a 
product of characters : 

Xs(crioa2)=        J2 S        9(RuR2',S)xR1(vi)XR2(v2)     (22) 

We know such an expansion in characters of the product group must exist. 
It is a non-trivial result from the theory of symmetric and unitary groups, 
related to Frobenius-Schur duality, that the coefficients g(Ri,R2, S) appear- 
ing in the expansion are the multiplicities with which the representations 
S of U(N) appear in the tensor product of the representations Ri and R2 
[39]. These coefficients can be written in terms of U(N) group integrals, and 
can also be computed using a combinatoric algorithm called the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule. 

3      General Results 

For two point functions, we find, 

<XH(*)xS(*-)>=fc^=^l (23) 
UR 

In the above we have suppressed the x dependence but they can be restored 
by conformal invariance 

< *.<•)<.,)»(••)<,») >- ^'zT"*'^-l^   (24) 

For three point functions we have 

<XR($) Xsm Xrm >=g(R,S;T)nTlDimN{T) (25) 
(IT 

Restoring the dependence on four dimensional space-time coordinates : 

< Xfl(*)(*i) XsWfa) XT($*)(X3) > 

= 9(R,S;T)nTlDirnN{T)
1 ^1 ^- (26) 

For I —)• 1 we have 

<XRi(®)XR2(®)---XRn(®)xs(.$*) > 

= 9(RuR2,...Rn;S)ns]D^S) (27) 
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Restoring spacetime coordinates : 

<XR1mxi)xR2mx2)---xRnmxi)xsm(y) >        (28) 
= ns\Dim(S) g(Ri,R2, ■ ■ ■ Rn;S)  

<k       (xi - y)2nRi {X2 - y)2nR* ■■■{xi- y)2nRi 

For correlators of this form where the conformal weights are related as above 
^5 = nRi H iiRi) the kind of contractions we have described above are the 
most general. 

For I —>• k we have 

< Xfli (®)XR2 W • • • XRi(*) XS,(**)••• Xsk(**) > 

= 1£9(Ru^-ItiiS)nslDimNS 9(81,82,-Sk-t S)        (29) 

In this case we are capturing only a special case of the I —> k multipoint 
function, where the spacetime coordinates of all the operators involving $* 
coincide, 

<XR1mxi)xR*mx2)-XRnmxi) XSA&M-XSA&M >   m 
EnsWimS c,^g{Ri,R2 ■ ■ ■ Rn, S)g(Si,S2, ■ ■ ■ Sm; S) 

s —dr-g{SuS^ -Sm] S)        (xx - y?^ ■■■(xl- y)2^ 

The coefficient g(Ri,R2 • • • Rn', S) is a positive integer.   It can also be 
expressed in terms of Unitary group integrals : 

/n 

dUdlxiumUsiU*) (31) 
2=1 

It is obtained, in the case of n = 2 by the Littlewood-Richardson rule for 
fusing Young diagrams ( see for example [40]). The product XRI{U)XR2(U) 

can be expanded as J2R9(RI^2]R)XR(U)' Repeated use of this expansion 
in the integral (31) leads to 

g(RuR2--.Rn]S)   = Y,      (9(RuR2',Si)g(SuRS',S2)..' 
Si,S2--' ,Sn-2 

•••g(Sn-2,Rn',S)). (32) 

4      Two point functions 

We will derive here formulae for the correlator < XR($)XS(§*) >• It follows 
trivially that this will only be non-zero when the number of boxes in R is 
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the same as the number of boxes in S. So we have UR = ns = n. A more 
non-trivial fact is that the exact finite N correlator is proportional to 5RS, 

i.e., it is non-zero only if R and S are the same Young Diagram. 

We first convert the free field computation to sums over the symmetric 
group Sn. 

< XR{®)XS{®*) > 

=  <yXR{^ tr{(J^yxs(zl ^^ 
^    n! v       ^    n! v       ' 

a r 

z^      z^ z^   n\   z^  n! 
x <Q

1
.
1
  $i2   ...$*>  ($*)j}  f$*y'2   ...r$*yn   > 

^       V(l)      V(2) MnK        ^T(1)
V

        
;Jr(2) V        ;JT(n)   ^ 

^    Z^Z^    n!       n! 
11,12—*n       jlJ2—jn     «      oyr 

Jar(l)    Jar(2) Jar(n) la-l<r(l)    Za-1a(2) ^"^(n) 

EV^ V^ XR\<7) V^ XS{T)       V-la-l(1) J 

Z^Z^        n\ Z^        n! *a-lcr(l) ' n!     ^—'    n!        xa-io-(i) ^-^(n) 

EV^ V^ XRJV)  V^ X5(T)       .V-lar-la-l(l) X-lar-la-l („; 

Z^Z-^      -!       Z^      r,! n " '   in n\     ^—'    n! 
i\,i2"'in    a      G T 

= y^ y^ xflt0") y^ X5(T) ^c^-^r-^-1) /33) 
n!     ^—'    n! 

a      cr r 

To show how the notation developed in section 2 simplifies the calcula- 
tions, we redo the same manipulations as above in a slightly more compact 
form. For higher point functions we will present the derivations exclusively 
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in the more compact form. 

< 
a T 

> 

XfiW Xs(r), /     /(n)      \    /       J(n) 
n!       n!       I J(aT(n)) y    ^ /(a-^H) Z—J T?! 71.1 

Z^    Z^     „!       „!       I     /(a-Vfn)) 

E^ XR(cr)xs(T)c / I{p-Xcer-Xcrx{n)) 
^     n!       n!       1 /(n) 

/ C7,T,a 

n!       n 

Having converted the sum over contractions to a sum over symmetric 
groups we will now use the connection between symmetric and Unitary 
groups to express the answer in terms of Dimensions of Unitary groups. 
Introducing a new summed permutation p constrained by a delta function, 
which simplifies the exponent of TV, and then summing over r we get, 

y   X^) X^l tfCfr) ^-V-W-i^-i) 
^      n!        n! v ' 

a,0-,7 

= ^E^Mxsb-v-1)^^) 

DimjR) 
=   ^! —i dfls (35) 

In the third line we used cyclic invariance of the trace to do the sum over a 
thus gaining a factor n!. To obtain the ^p- in the fourth line, we used (13). 
In the final step we used (18). 

The factor      ^   ' will come up frequently, so we will call it fn and make 
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it more explicit. From group theory texts [38, 37], we find the dimensions : 

dR = jr^rr, (36) 

Dim(R) = UiJ
i!^il- (37) 

The product runs over the boxes of the Young Diagram associated with i?, 
with i labelling the rows and j labelling the column. The quantity hij is 
the hook-length associated with the box. The quantity fn takes the simple 
form: 

fR = ll(N-i + 3) (38) 

This orthogonality of operators associated with Young Diagrams is rem- 
iniscent of Unitary Matrix Models. Indeed if we integrate the characters of 
U(N) as with the unit-normalized Haar measure as in f dUxR(U)xs(U^) = 
SRS we have orthogonality with a different normalization factor. The result 
in (35) involving supersymmetric observables constructed from complex ma- 
trices does not follow directly from group theory of the unitary group, but 
rather, as the derivation shows, by the connection between free field con- 
tractions of the complex matrices and symmetric group sums followed by 
the relations between Unitary and Symmetric groups. Further insight into 
the result (35) will be developed in the last section from a reduced Matrix 
Model of complex Matrices. 

5      Three-point functions 

We consider the following three-point function of Schur polynomials. 

<XR1(*)XR2(*)XS{**)> (39) 

Representation Ri has n^ boxes, i?2 has nR2 and S has n^. For a non- 
zero free field correlator, ns = n^1 + n#2. By using the expansion of Schur 
Polynomials in terms of characters of the symmetric group (19), this is 

<   y   XRMXRM2)   fr(    #)    ir(a2$)   X5(r) > 

*r£,T n*!   nR>- ns] 

where the sum over ai runs over all permutations in SnRi, (72 runs over all 
permutations in SnR , and r runs over permutations in Sns. Expanding out 
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the expressions of the form tr(cr$) using (20) we get 

v^   XRiiai) XRifa) XS{T) < $ /     h(nRl)     \ $ /     h(nR2) 

J-?\    nRx-       nR2-      nS]- \ h(MnRi)) )     \ h(^2(nR2)) 

-'(J?(ni,))> '«' 
After doing the contractions we have a sum over an extra permutation a in 

^71,5 5 

XRifa) XR2(cr2) XS(T) s f h(nRl) l2(nR2) 

nRl\       nR2\      ns\      \      J{aT(ns)) 

EV^    XRi\vi) XR2\(72) XS\T) 
^—J T). T> . ! r7. D   I no! 

""H^^iCni)) JzM^)) J (42) 

where we have used the compact form for products of delta functions ex- 
plained in (7) and (8). It is convenient to combine the multi-indices {I\,I<2) 
into a single multi-index / 

XRx{°\) XR2(<72) Xs(r)d f      I(ns) 
nRl\       nR2\      ns\      \ J{ar(ns)) 

EY^ XRiK^l) XR2\cr2) XS{T) ^ 
t—J      rt. D  I n r>  I        no' 

cri,(T2,T,a I,J 

V  I{(TlO(T2{ns))   J 

Now we do the sum over the J multi-index, to get 

XRI{VI)XR2(
(7

2)XS{T)   6f      J(r  1a l{ns)) 
nRl\       nR2l      ns\        \ /(a-1^! o C72)(ns)) 

E-sp XRi\<ri) XR2\°2) XSyr) 

a,cri,(72,T    / 

y^    sr^XRi(°\)XR2(P2)xs{j)   ^( I(ns) V^ 

Ct,(71,(72)'        1 

We use (8) to rewrite this as 

V^      XRi{?l) XR2(cr2) Xs{r) Nc(ara-HcTio(T2)) ^45) 
^       nRi*       nRj      ^5! 

Introducing an extra sum over a symmetric group element and constraining 
it by insertion of a delta function over the symmetric group 

y     Xftfrri) XRM Xs(r)Nc{p)5{p-laTa-1{ai o ^ (46) 
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Performing the sum over r 

The sum over a is trivial and cancels the factor of n,s»! in the denominator 

£   ^il^iM  X5((aioa2)-V)iV^) (48) 
0ri,(72,P ^ ^ 

The sum ^  Nc^p commutes with any element of Sns and therefore can 
be taken out of the character xs using (10) to obtain 

y   XflxfrOXftfo)       ((ffl0ff2)-i)JvcCP)2^). (49) 

We expand the character of a permutation living in a product sub-group into 
a product of characters using (22), 

£    XR^XHtM      ^(i^;*)^,^)-1) 

xxn'^r1)^-^^. (50) 

Finally we use orthogonality of characters of the symmetric group (13) and 
(18) to get the answer 

g(RuR2;S)Dim{p  ns]=g(RuR2;S)fs. (51) 
as 

6      Multi-point functions 

6.1      Derivation of result for (/, 1) multi-point functions 

When we apply the manipulations of section 5 to the (/, 1) point function 

< XRA$)XR2($) ■ ■ ■ xRnmxsm > (52) 

we are lead to an analog of (49) which is 

£ n^M    ^oo*-..*)-1)^^. (53) 
^ f-J-    nRi\ ds 
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To expand the character of a product xsii0'! 0<J2 * ■ * cr0_1) we ^^ke repeated 
use of (22). This leads to 

xs(n^1)=     E E     9(RuR2;Sl)g(SuR3]S2)--- 
* i Rl,R2-'Rl Si)S2m"Sl-2 

-giS^Ri-^llxRiicrr1) (54) 
i 

We can recognize this, using (32), as 

xs(llorl)=    E   9(RuR2,---Ri;S)l[xRi(vT1) (55) 
i Ri,R2--Ri i 

The remaining steps proceed as in section 5, to give the answer (27) and 
(28) after introducing the spacetime dependences. 

6.2      Derivation of the (/, k) multi-point function 

The correlation function of interest is : 

E E < n ^ *■ <<*•> n ^" i^) >  (56) 

When we introduce the spacetime coordinate dependences, all the $* oper- 
ators are at a point. 

Unravelling the traces : 

E E n^n^f1 E E 
< $ ( ^("^i) W ^^ V • • $ ( Ii{nRi) 

V /i^i^)) J     V ^(^(nftj) 7 V WafaFk)) 

V Mri(nSl)) J *   V J2(T2(nS2)) ) *   ^ Jfe(rfc(nsJ) /^ 

We have used the multi-index notation introduced in section 2.   After we 
do the contractions, we get a sum over permutations in SnT where UT = 
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^2i=i nRi — ^2j=i nSj- Performing the contractions we find 

Z^       Z^    11    n   j      11    n   | 
cTieSnR,rj£Sns_    i ^ j ^ 

X Z)Z) S   5   j^n.r^n^^ r    r^-inLr^^   (58) 

/    J aesni T 
J{<*Y[jTiM) )   \i{*-lYlMnT)) 

In this equation we have replaced the set of multi-indices (/i,/2 * • • Ik) by 
a single multi-index /, which is convenient because we have permutations 
which mix the entire set of UT indices. 

Peforming the sum over the J multi-index we are left with 

Z^i     l^i   11   n   j     11   n   i 

Now we use the result (8) described in section 2, to get 

V^ V^     TTXRjfa)   TTXSjJTj) 
Z^ Z-/     11     nR !       11     nq f 

ViCSnR.TjeSns.      i l' 3 J' 

x j^ ^(n^r^n^-1^1) (60) 
aESnT 

It will be convenient to rewrite this by introducing an extra sum over a 
permutation p in SNT , and constrain the sum by inserting a delta function 
over the symmetric group. 

v^      v^   yTXRi(vi)  yrXSjirj) 

^       ^    ±\    nRi\     1A   n5i! 

aesnT peSnT i j 
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Now we expand the delta function into a sum over characters using (9). 

E E n^n^E E 
<7i€SnR. Tj€5ns.    i 

l 3 j       aeSnTpeSnT 

*       E      ^^Xr^IR'MlK1)^1)        (62) 
TeRep(SnT)    T' i 3 

We can expand the character in the last line into a product of characters 
by taking advantage of the fact that ^ Nc^p as well as ]£Q a Ylj Tj~1 a~l 

are in the centre of the group algebra of 5nT, and the equation (10). 

E E n^n^E E 

x     E     $NCip)XTip) ixrdl^ji XT^dlr"1)--1) 
T6Rep(SnT)        ' i j 

- E E n^n XRito)   TjXSjijj) 
nRA     -,-.J-   nsA 

&i£bnji. Tj €-bng        1 J 

x   E E       ^Nc^XT(p) XTiHa-^XTiHr-1) (63) 
p€SnTT€Rep(SnT)    T i 3 

In the second line above we have done the sum over a, using the in- 
variance of the character under conjugation, to get a factor of ny!. We now 
apply the expansion (55) to Xrdlz a7l ) an(i XT( Ylj T7

"
1
) to get a product 

of characters. 

E En^n^E  E ^xrip) 
cneSnn.TjeSns.   i l        j 3'   peSnTTeRep(snT) 

x    E      E   g(R'ir--R'i;T)g(S[,...,S'k;T)l[xiifiK
1) 

Ri,-",Ri S^j...1Sji i 

xllxsjfrr1) (64) 

Now we can use orthogonality of characters to do the sums over permu- 
tations (Ji, Tj, to obtain Y\i SR. Rim f] ^5. 5/, which allows us to the sums over 
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R'iiSj trivially. We also recognize the sum Y^P^
C
^XT(P) — nr!-Dim(T). 

Putting these elements together we arrive at the final formula for the (/ —> &) 
multi-point function 

£   giRuIh,-••-,*;?)   ^ J^m(r)   9(SuS2-,Sk;T).        (65) 

7      Correlators of half-BPS composites and gravi- 
tons in AdSs x 55 

Young Diagrams R associated with small 7^-charge, i.e UR <£ N are asso- 
ciated with KK states. They can be written as sums of products of small 
numbers of traces. There is an approximate correspondence in the large N 
limit between single trace chiral primaries and single particle states in AdS 
via the AdS/CFT correspondence. Kaluza-Klein modes arising from dimen- 
sional reduction of ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity on 55 couple to 
single trace chiral primaries on the boundary of AdS^. Using the map given 
in [2, 3], one can compute correlators of the KK modes and compare to cor- 
relators of the single trace chiral primaries and one finds agreement in the 
large N limit for the three point functions, [41]. 

Among Young Diagrams with large numbers of boxes, two classes stand 
out. One involves large mostly-antisymmetric representations and another 
involves large mostly-symmetric representations. Among the large, mostly 
antisymmetric ones, there is a series of Young Diagrams which have one 
column of length L, where L is comparable to N and the remaining columns 
of length zero. We may denote these by the column lengths c = (L, 0). 
These are proportional to the sub-determinants considered in [16] as duals 
of sphere giants 

This series has a cutoff of L < N which corresponds to the fact that sphere 
giants have a maximal angular momentum of iV. 

More general representations among the mostly-antisymmetric ones have 
column lengths c = (Zi, L2, • • ■ Lk, 0). All the Li-'Lk are comparable to 
N and the number of non-zero column lengths k is small. If all of them are 
equal, a natural dual giant graviton is a simple generalization of the original 
sphere giant, where the three-brane wraps the 53 in S5 with a winding 
number k. An ansatz with winding number k leads to an effective probe 
Lagrangian of the same form as that for the original sphere giant, with the 
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factor k scaling out of the Lagrangian. This leads to a solution with angular 
momentum and energy scaled up by a factor of k. When the Li are not 
all equal, but differ by numbers small compared to A/", we can think of the 
Young Diagram as obtained by fusing a large Young Diagram with all equal 
and large columns with a small Young Diagram. Thus the natural physical 
interpretation is in terms of composites involving giants and Kaluza-Klein 
gravitons. 

The simplest large mostly-symmetric representations have one row of 
non-zero length Z,, so the vector f of row lengths is r = (I/,0). Now L has 
no upper bound and this series has angular momenta increasing in units of 
1. These properties suggest that these are duals of AdS giants. Indeed AdS 
giants have no upper bound on their angular momentum [14, 15, 13]. Duals 
to AdS giants at the classical level have been proposed in [15]. We find there 
is indeed a heuristic connection between the classical solutions considered 
there and these symmetric representations. The solutions in [15] have the 
form : 

$ - $oeiujt (67) 

where $o ~ Diag(r), — J^J • • • — j^zi)- Viewing XR(®) 
as wavefunctions 

we would expect a strong overlap between the candidate dual to the AdS 
giant and the corresponding solution. Indeed, approximating at large N 
the matrix $0 with Diag(r],6), we find that XR($O) 'ls zero unless R is the 
symmetric representation with one non-zero row length. 

For these reasons, when R is described by the vector of row lengths 
r = (£,0), with L comparable to or much larger than iV, we propose the 
spacetime dual to be the AdS giant. For f = (!/,!/, ••• L,0) with a small 
number k of non-zero entries, we associate it with a multiply wound AdS 
giant, i.e where the 3-brane multiply winds the S3 in AdS^. As in the 
sphere giant case, the multiple winding ansatz leads to an effective action 
which has the winding number k scaling out, leading to a scaling of the 
angular momentum and energy by k in agreement with the proposed gauge 
theory dual. As in the discussion of sphere giants, the Young Diagram with 
row lengths f = (Li,I/2, • • ■ ,£/c,0) where the Li are not all equal, can be 
considered to be duals of composite states involving AdS giants and KK 
gravitons. 

The detailed test of this picture will emerge by comparison of correla- 
tors of giants computed in gauge theory and computations in string theory 
on AdS*, x S5. We will write down gauge theory correlators involving the 
various types of gravitons, applying the general formulae derived in previ- 
ous sections. We leave the computations on the string theory side to future 
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work. Even a clear formulation of semiclassical gravity + probe calculations 
of these correlators remains to be articulated. Our remarks on the inter- 
pretation of the large iV behaviour of the correlators we describe below are 
therefore somewhat heuristic. 

7.1      Large antisymmetric representations and Sphere Giants 

For the correlators that we shall consider in this and the next sections, 
we shall discuss two natural ways in which to normalize. For a correlator 
of the form (n^i XRii®) Ilj=i XSj{®*)), we could normalize it by dividing 

by the norms of each individual character, i.e., by Yli=i \\ XRi(®) II and 
Ylj=i II XSj{®) II- Another possibility is to divide instead by the norm of 

the $ operator || n^i XRi(®) II as we^ as by the norm of the $* operator 
II Ylj=iXsj{^) II- The latter normalization is relevant if the correlator 

is to be interpreted as an overlap of the two states Tli=iXRi{®*)\fy and 
Ylj=iXsj{^)\0}. In this case one can show using (29) that the correlator 
is bounded above by one. As a simple illustration consider the m = 1 case. 
From (29) we have 

IIIW*) 11= J^(RuR2,..,Rn;TWnT]-d^NT (68) 

while || xs($) II — V^s' dirriNS/ds. Dividing (27) by these two norms gives 
a normalized correlator which is less than one, since the sum over T always 
contains S* in addition to additional positive terms. The general case follows 
in a similar manner. 

Now we turn to some explicit examples of correlators involving large 
representations, i.e., representations with O(N) boxes in the associated 
Young Diagrams. As a first example we consider the three point correlators 
(XLiWxz^WXLs^*)) where L3 = L1+L2 and the representations are the 
completely antisymmetric representations derived from the Lf1 tensor prod- 
uct representation. From (25), (35), (38) we can read off the normalized 
three point function as 

(XLd^XLA^XLsm)        _   I      N\       (N - LJl (N - L2)\   m 

IIXL1(*)IIIIXL2(*)IIIUL3(*)II   v^-^)'   m      m 

We have used the fact that the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient in this case 
is 1, as can be deduced from the rules in [40] for example. 
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Taking in particular L3 = N with Li = (N/2 + L) and L2 = (N/2 - L) 
we obtain 

(X(N/2-L)(*)X(N/2+L)(*)XN{Q*))        =     (N/2 + L)\(N/2-L)\ 

\\X(N/2+L)(®)\\\\X(N/2-L){®)\\\\XN(®)\\      V AT! 

For L = O(l) this correlator represents the three point function of sphere 
giant gravitons, considered in [16]. For L = 0 the correlator is approximately 
l/2Ni2. This exponential decay in N suggests that an instanton mediates a 
transition between the single sphere giant with R-charge iV and the pair of 
giants of R-charges N/2. The right-hand-side of (70) monotonically increases 
with L until at L = {N/2 — 1) we get a correlator going like 1/N. So in 
fact for all 0 < L < (N/2 — 1) the correlator is either exponentially or 
polynomially suppressed in iV. 

To normalize the correlator (69) as an overlap of two states as discussed 
above requires computing a four point function. This follows straightfor- 
wardly from (29) and the result is 

II ,;M    '    ,^  112      V^ N\(N + 1)\ 
11 XL, (*)*!*(*) ii2-E(iV_Li_0;(iV_i2+,+1)r      (7i) 

We have used the fact that the tensor product of the representation with 
column lengths (Zq,0) with (Z^O) ( for L2 < Li ) contains with unit mul- 
tiplicity the representations (Li + Z,L2 — ijO) with unit multiplicity, with k 
ranging from 0 to L2. For the special case of Li = L2 = N/2 the sum can 
be done and one finds the very simple expression 2NN\. Normalizing the 
three-point function (70) for L = 0 in this way leads to the exact answer of 

(XN/2($)XN/2($)XN($*))  = _1_ 

\\(XN/2m2\\\\XN^)\\       2W [{Z) 

So even with this normalization we find an exponential decay in N of the 
overlap. 

Another case of interest is the three point function of characters in the 
representations as in (69) with the L3 representation replaced by a Young 
tableaux with two columns, one of length Li and the other of length L2. 
One finds the the simple looking result 

<XL1(*)XL2(*)XLllLa(**)> _./      N+l 
II XLxW (HI XL2W llll XLuLtW II        V N - L2 + 1 

assuming that L2 < Li.   As L2 ranges from 1 to Li one finds that the 
correlator either remains (9(1) or becomes O(VN) if Li w N. For Zq and 
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L2 both small, the three point functions involves KK states rather than giant 
gravitons. The Schur Polynomials are sums of traces and multi-traces with 
coefficients of 0(1). The single traces are associated with single particle 
states in the leading large N litnit and they have three point functions of 
which galike>D(^). The generic Schur polynomials have (9(1) correlators 
because thete^xe contributions from disconnected diagrams. For L2 = 0(1) 
with Li = O(N) this correlator may be associated with a sphere giant and a 
multi-particle Kaluza-Klein state. The fact that the correlator is 0(1) might 
be interpreted as predicting that the KK state and the giant graviton do not 
form a bound state which would have appeared as a half-BPS fluctuation 
around the sphere giant (which has not been found in the literature). This 
statement should be interpreted with care since we do not fully understand 
the rules for computing correlators of giants in the spacetime approach. 

In the opposite limit, L2 = Li, the result that the correlator is at least 
(9(1) or actually growing with iV for large Li is somewhat puzzling given 
our earlier argument that there should exist multiple-wrapped sphere giant 
gravitons. Prom a supergravity perspective however this probably should 
not be too suprising as these giants would all be on top of one another and 
therefore would overlap significantly. It is interesting to note that while the 
correlator that we are discussing does not have a nice large N limit, it does 
have a nice small iV limit ! 

Had we normalized the correlator (73) using the overlap of states pre- 
scription then our previous arguments would have ruled out the growth in N 
that we found above. In fact for Li = L2 = N/2 we find that the correlator 
decays as 1/iV1/4 as opposed to the 0(1) behaviour found above. Further- 
more for Li = L2 = N we find that the correlator is 1/y/l + 1/N « 1 as 
opposed to the VN growth found in the other normalization. 

Our last example is the overlap between a sphere giant and a multi- 
particle Kaluza-Klein state, 

<(XI(*))
L

XL(**)>     _   / 1 N\ 
UximL\\\\XL($)\\     yNLLKN-Ly/ 

As before the subscript L denotes the totally antisymmetric representation 
and the subscript 1 the fundamental. This clearly decays exponentially for 
large L, which may be used as a prediction for the existence of a semiclassical 
giant graviton as a distinct object from multi-particle KK state. 
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7.2      Large Symmetric representations and AdS giants 

Let us now consider some examples of correlators of characters in large sym- 
metric representations, which we argued are duals of AdS giants. The first 
thing to consider is the large N behaviour of the overlap between a large 
number of single trace operators and a symmetric representation 

<(tr(*))LXL(*')) (75) 

II(M*))
L
IIIIXL(**II 

In this section we are using XL to denote the character in the representation 
with one row of length L. The norm || (tr($))L || is easily seen to be vNLL\. 
The above normalized correlator is then found to be : 

u _ <*+i-i)i (76) 
NLL\      (N-1)\L\NL 

For N = L this is equal to N\NN7N_i)r This shows a rapid decay at large 

N going like N~N. For L > N we continue to get rapid decay. This tells us 
that the overlap between a large number of KK states and the proposed dual 
to the AdS giant is very small in the large N limit, so we may expect the 
semiclassical description of string theory on AdS x S with gravity coupled to 
branes to produce a dual to XL(^) other than the naive large N extrapolation 
of multiparticle KK states. This is the semiclassical giant AdS graviton 
[11, 15, 13]. 

As in the case of the sphere giants, the following normalized three-point 
function is of interest 

(xL^kz^W**)) 
IIXLi(*)IIIIXLa(*)||||XL,(*)|| 

'{N + L3-l)l     (N-l)\ (N-iy. 
(N-l)\     (N + Li-1)\(N+ 1^-1)1 

(77) 

where L3 = Li + L2 and now all characters are in the symmetric represen- 
tations. This looks roughly like the antisymmetric representations case (69) 
but differs in an essential way in that the Z^'s now enter inside the factorials 
with plus signs instead of minus signs. This is one sign that there is no 
bound on the R-charge. This also gives rise to a significant difference in the 
behaviour of the correlator from (69). Take for example Li,!^ = N/2, then 
we find after expanding the factorials 

((xN/2m2xNm) = ,32 ^ 
II XN/2(*) IPII XNi*) II        ^7'       ' l     ^ 
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i.e., exponential growth! In fact it is easy to show that this correlator grows 
with Li and L2 when these two parameters are large, O(N) or larger say. 

From our earlier general arguments we know that this exponential growth 
of the correlator in N would be removed in the overlap of states normaliza- 
tion. While the norm || XL1($)XL2($) II can be evaluated and expressed as 
a sum analogous to the antisymmetric case of (71). 

8      The Complex Matrix Model 

Consider the reduced action [15]. 

^ [dtTr^2 + 42
2 - -L(*? + $|)) (79) 

Here fis is the volume of S3 at the boundary of AdS^, where the metric is : 

d^AdS = ^M*2 + dp2 + sin2(p)(m3) (80) 
cosz{p) 

This leads, up to an overall factor, to the Hamiltonian 

Tr 
H=-Y(P? + Pi + $2

l + <f>22) (81) 

with the angular momentum operator given by 

J = Tr(Fi$2 - P2$l) (82) 

and canonical commutation relations 

[(Pih, (*I)JH] = [(P2)ij, Mw] = -ifiSjkSu (83) 

We introduce complex matrices 

Zt = ^($1-t*2) (84) 

and the conjugates 

ii = ±(p1+ip2) = -i1fa 

nt = ^(Pi-ii%) = -<A (85) 
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Since these obey relations, 

[z,n] = [zt,nt] = o 

[Zi^ul] = [Zt., 11*,] = iHfijkSa (86) 

we can define creation-annihilation operator pairs 

A = ±(z + m) 
ilt = ^(Zt-iIlt) (87) 

which obey the standard relation [Aij, A^] — Sj^Su. An independent set of 
creation-annihilation operator pairs can be defined, 

5 = ^t + *nt) (88) 

which obey [B,B^] = 1. It is also easily verified that 

[A, B]    =    [A, St]    =   o 

[Al,B]    =    [At, St]    =0 (89) 

In these variables, the Hamiltonian and angular momentum are 

H = Tr(A^A + B^B) 

J = Tr(A^A-B^B) (90) 

Some eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, with their energies and momenta 
are listed below 

Tr((At)")|0> E = J = n 

Tr((jBt)™)|0 > E = -J = m 

Tr((A*)n(B*)m)\0>       E = n + m, J = n-m (91) 

For chiral primaries with E = | J| we have n = 0 or m = 0. 

It is useful to diagonalize A, At by using the unitary symmetry, 

4 = ^ (92) 
The measure, in terms of these variables, shows that we can treat the A;'s 
as fermionic variables. The Hamiltonian for these fermionic oscillators is 

H = J2^i (93) 
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The fermionic wavefunctions are 

TMAi,A2,...An) = e-£i*^2?et 
A- 

Af    • 
A22    • 

■    A?" 

•    A£w 

KK1 \n2 AN 

(94) 

For these states the energy and angular momentum are E = J = X^ni- 
The ground state corresponds to ni = N — 1, n2 = N — 2, • • • njsf = 0. The 
ground state wavefunction is a Van der Monde determinant 

*o = e-^x'AiJJ(Ai-Ai) (95) 

General excited states are described by Young diagrams with row lengths 
f = (ri, r2 • • • rjsr). The energy and angular momentum are 

E = J = J2ri + i-1 (96) 

The wavefunctions normalized by the Van der Monde can be recognized as 
Weyl's character formula and hence are the Schur Polynomials. 

8.1      Hints on integrability 

From (96) it is clear that all the states associated with Young Diagrams hav- 
ing n boxes have the same energy. As such there is a large degeneracy equal 
to the number of partitions of n. In (35) we found that the exact two-point 
functions at finite N are orthogonalized by the Schur Polynomials. This 
suggests that there are higher Hamiltonians which commute with (81) and 
which are diagonalized by the Schur polynomials and which have different 
eigenvalues for different Young diagrams. These higher Hamiltonians can 
be constructed in terms of tr((AA^)n) and tr{{BB^)n). The 4 dimensional 
origin of these is a very intereating question. Presumably they will involve 
modifications of N = 4 Yang Mills with higher derivatives. These may be 
expected to be unrenormalizable, but perhaps they have a higher dimen- 
sional origin, generalizing the connection between N = 4 SYM and (0,2) 
six-dimensional superconformal theory or little string theory. [42, 43, 44, 45] 

9      Summary and Outlook 

We described a one-one mapping between the space of half-BPS representa- 
tions to the space of U(N) Young Diagrams, with holomorphic functions of 
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one complex matrix playing an important role in the mapping. Using this 
map we identified a basis of composites which diagonalizes the two-point 
functions at finite iV". The basis suggests natural candidates for giant gravi- 
tons, more precisely for sphere giants, AdS giants and composites of giants 
with Kaluza-Klein states. 

We computed the normalized two and three point correlators of these ob- 
servables, as well as a special class of higher point functions. The Frobenius- 
Schur duality between symmetric and Unitary groups played a useful role. 
It allowed us to use various results from U(N) group theory to give exact 
answers for correlators, which could be developed in a large N expansion. 
Many of these correlators have simple interpretations in terms of giant sphere 
and AdS gravitons, multiply wound giants and composites of giants with KK 
states. However detailed interpretations will have to await a clear formu- 
lation of rules for computing interactions of giants from string theory in 
AdS x S or its semiclassical limit. 

The holomorphic observables we considered were shown to have a dis- 
tinguished role in a reduced 0 + 1 Matrix Model related to N = 4 SYM on 
a three sphere. The discussion of the Matrix Model also suggested hints of 
integrable structure in the N = 4 theory. 

Several generalizations of this work can be contemplated. A lot of in- 
formation about correlators of descendants at finite N should be extracted. 
Most of our formulae involved dimensions and fusion coefficients of Unitary 
groups. When the descendants are involved there should be a nice general- 
ization involving group theoretic quantities associated with U(N) as well as 
the superconformal symmetry group. A generalization to maximally super- 
symmetric gauge theory with O(iV) and Sp(N) gauge groups should also be 
possible. 

Quarter-BPS operators, considered in detail recently [46, 47] are also of 
interest in the context of giant gravitons [48]. Many of the symmetric group 
techniques used here should be useful, but the final answers are unlikely to 
have simple relations to U(N), since the observables of [46, 47] do not appear 
to be related to holomorphic gauge invariant functions of a complex Matrix. 
Whether another less obvious group or algebra plays an analogous role is a 
fascinating question. 
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